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1. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESТIMAТES FOR 1968: 
Item 2.2 of the Agenda (Official Records Nos 154 and 158; Resolution 
Eв39.R16; Document А20 /&BJConf.Doc. No.21) (continued) 

Detailed Review of the Operating Programme: Item 2.2.3 of the Agenda (continued) 

The СHAIRMAN invited discussion of the following draft resolution proposed 

by the delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: 

The Twentieth World Health Assembly, 

Having reviewed the Programme and Budget for 1968 for the Western Pacific 
Region; 

Being deeply concerned over the serious worsening of the epidemio- 
logical situation in Viet -Nam, over the sufferings of the civilian population 
and over the destruction of medical and children's establishments in this 
country, 

REQUESTS the Director- General to study all available data on the subject 
and to submit a report to the Forty -first session of the Executive Board and 
the Twenty -first World Health Assembly. 

Dr NGUYEN VAN ТНIEU (Viet -Nam) regretted that his delegation was unable to 

support the draft resolution. There was at present no sign of serious worsening of 

the epidemiological situation in his country, since, thanks to the valuable and 

effective assistance of international organizations and friendly countries, the 

health situation had been kept under control. Mass vaccination campaigns and other 

preventive measures had been organized regularly. 

The Government had taken adequate measures to protect the health of the 

civilian population. Forty -five medical teams from more than twenty countries and 

international organizations were assisting throughout the territory in caring for 

those who suffered from the effects of acts of terrorism and subversion. 
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The request to the Director -General in the operative part of the draft resolution, 

to study all available data and submit a report to the forty -first session of the 

Executive Board and the Twenty -first World Health Assembly, was superfluous, since 

there was already at Saigon a resident representative who kept the Regional Director 

and the Director - General informed of the health situation. The Organization had 

already given particular attention to the special health situation of the country. 

As the Regional Director had indicated, arrangements had been made to deal with 

priority projects. 

The draft resolution could serve only political ends, and his delegation could 

not support it. 

D. DOUBEK (Czechoslovakia) said that the deterioration of the epidemiological 

and general health situation in Viet --Nam added considerable suffering to the plague of 

war to which the people of that part of the world were subjected. Information on the 

epidemiological situation and on the damage sustained by medical institutions, 

particularly those serving children, would be most useful for offering immediate help 

on a humanitarian basis. Such information would also be essential in restoring the 

health situation when peace was re- established. 

Dr IVERSEN (Norway) said that he had studied the draft resolution with a great 

deal of sympathy. Although it dealt with one of the most tragic events since the 

Second World War, any wording of a political character had been avoided. There must 

inevitably be a health hazard in what was taking place in Viet -Nam. It would, 

however, not be proper for the Organization to make studies on health problems as 

long as the country had not asked for its help. His delegation would therefore 

abstain from voting on the draft resolution. 
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Dr FELKAI (Hungary) said that in spite of the declaration made by the delegate 

of Viet -Nam, his delegation was very disturbed about the health situation in that 

country. The civilian population had for years been exposed to terrible suffering. 

Food supplies were far from sufficient, medical installations were in ruins, and 

there was a threat of famine - all of which facilitated the outbreak and spread of 

communicable diseases. WHO, as the most important international health organizat: .х1, 

could not ignore the sufferings of the people. It was in the name of humanity, of 

progress, and of medical conscience that the Director -General should be asked to 

study all available data and submit a report to the Twenty -first World Health Assembly. 

His delegation therefore supported the draft resolution proposed by the delegation of 

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

Dr WILLIAМS (United States of America) apologized to the Chairman for having 

inadvertently spoken out of order, when the subject had previously been introduced, 

by addressing himself to the substance of the resolution instead of to the motion fо 

postponement. 

As he had said at that time, his delegation had hoped that it would be possible 

to work out with the Soviet Union delegation a mutually satisfactory way of 

approaching the problem, and to produce a draft resolution that would be adopted with 

near unanimity. He regretted, however, that it had so far been impossible to do so. 

His delegation supported the remarks made by the delegate of Viet -Nam, in 

particular concerning the presence of WHO in that country. Many of those points had 

also been made during the previous discussion of the item. As the Regional Director 
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for the Western Pacific had indicated, information concerning health conditions in 

Viet -Nam was already available. If it was the desire of the Health Assembly to 

adopt a resolution expressing sincere concern for the health of the people of 

Viet -Nam, his delegation would earnestly desire to be associated with it. Such a 

resolution should receive the careful consideration of every Member of the Health 

Assembly. 

With that in mind, his delegation, together with those of New Zealand and 

Panama, wished to propose an amendment to the draft resolution submitted by the 

Soviet Union delegation. It was that the second paragraph of the preamble be 

amended to read: 

"Being concerned over the epidemiological situation in Viet -Nam, and 
over the health problems of the civilian population, ". 

The objectives of that amendment were twofold: to simplify the wording and 

make it more specific and direct; and to avoid prejudging the conclusions which the 

Director -General might come to after undertaking the studies requested. 

Should the Committee see fit to adopt an amendment on the lines proposed, his 

delegation would vote in favour cf the draft resolution. 

Dr DAELEN (Federal Republic of Germany) supported the amendment proposed by the 

delegations of New Zealand, Panama and the United States of America. Her delegation 

would be prepared to vote in favour of the draft resolution as a whole if it were 

thus amended. 
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Dr KEIТА (Guinea) said that everyone would agree concerning the need for such 

a draft resolution. There was often a tendency for the Soviet Union and the 

United States of America to bring in politics one against the other. The question 

at issue, however, was to examine the situation of the country concerned. From 

what he had just heard, there appeared to be no fundamental divergence. The present 

epidemiological situation was of concern to the Organization, which should not avoid 

its responsibilities. It was the wording of the draft resolution, however, that 

caused difficulties, and he had hoped that the delegations of the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics and the United States of America might together have drawn up 

a draft resolution that could be adopted. Its acceptance would have been a starting 

point from which to proceed further. If the Soviet Union delegation could find it 

possible to accept the amendment proposed by the United States delegation the draft 

resolution would almost certainly receive unanimous approval. 

Dr NNEDУ (New Zealand) supported the remarks made by the delegate of the 

United States of America. After the close of the Health Assembly he would again, 

as in the previous year, be visiting those areas of the Republic of Viet -Nam where 

New Zealand medical teams were working as part of his country's Colombo Plan aid: 

one had been in Qui Nhon since 1963 and the other had arrived in May 1967. New 

Zealand's civilian aid programme would continue after the return of peace. 
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Hе knew from personal experience of the medical problems of Viet• -Nam and of 

some of Wilts work there, and had full confidence in the Organizations capacity 

to assist. A resolution was unnecessary, especially if it were to give rise to a 

controversial discussion prejudicial to WHO's aims. 

The problems referred to were health problems in their fullest sense. The 

New Zealand medical teams were treating refugees, among others. All doctors knew 

the epidemic potential represented by such persons, but he had no reason to believe 

that there had been serious worsening, as the draft resolution suggested. He had 

been impressed by the excellent nutritional state of the large number of children 

he had seen. 

He did not think it would be profitable to discuss how and by whom the physical 

facilities referred to in the second paragraph of the preamble had been destroyed. 

It was with the health problems of people that WHO was principally concerned: 

damage to establishments could be and was being restored. 

It was for all those reasons that his delegation had co- sponsored the amend- 

ments to the second paragraph of the preamble, and he commended them to the 

Committee for its earnest consideration. With the changes proposed, the text 

conformed with fact and should impose no burden upon WHO beyond its current programme 

in the country. He hoped that the Soviet Union delegate would agree to incorporate 

the proposed wording in his text. 
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Dr VEЫEDIКТOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that he wished to 

sреak on the content and wording of the draft resolution under discussion, and to 

show the Committee that it was not based on political, but on humanitarian and medical 

considerations. He wished also to show why his delegation hoped that its draft 

resolution should have the Committee's support. 

His delegation, by its speeches in the plenary meeting and in the Committee on 

the state of affairs in Viet -Nam, and by the draft resolution, had desired to express, 

in some small degree, the feelings that were at present troubling the world and 

medical opinion in many countries, and to express alarm for the fate of peace, which, 

for mankind, was the essential prerequisite for health. That was fully in accordance 

with the Organization's Constitution. It wished also to express grief for the many 

thousands of victims, especially children, among the civilian population in Viet -Nam. 

It wished to express indignation that people equipped with the most perfected 

techniques of war and the most accurate bomb -sights were methodically destroying 

medical and children's institutions. Two days previously the delegate of the United 

States of America had said that the draft resolution was a political one, and had then 

tried, to lay the blame for the conflict in Viet -Nam an the Vietnamese people, who 

had so many victims and who for so many years had been trying to retain their indepen- 

dence, as if the Vietnamese were now bombing American hospitals, as if there had 

never been the Declaration of Independence which proclaimed the right of all peoples 

to choose their form of government, even by the use of force, and as if someone else 

had trampled on the Geneva Agreement of 1954, under which the peaceful reunification 

of Viet --Nam should have taken place long ago. 
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All that, however, was outside the present discussion, and could be /eft to the 

conscience of the United States delegation. His delegation was not going to enter 

into the political aspects of the problem, although he wanted it to be clearly under- 

stood that the Soviet delegation was ready to engage in a political, or any other 

form of debate on that, or on any other problem, anywhere and at any time. 

He wished to demonstrate that the problem had not been presented in a political 

manner, and not to argue about who was the aggressor and who was guilty. All the 

world knew about that. It was enough to read the newspapers for a day or two; and, 

if the press did not suffice, he would recommend a few other sources of information, 

such as the declarations of the Government of the Democratic Republic of Viet -Nam. 

Again, however, he had no intention of entering into a political discussion, because 

the analysis of the causes and the consequences of the conflict in Viet -Nam, in the 

opinion of the Government of the Democratic Republic of Viet -Nam and of his delegation, 

was outside the competence of the United Nations and its specialized agencies. 

He wished to show that the draft resolution had been presented on humanitarian 

and medical grounds - presented to the hihest assembly of health workers and 

doctors - and true doctors and humanists had never been afraid even of politics. In 

time of war a doctor often defended a wounded man with his own body. In his country, 

during the last war, many thousands of doctors and nurses had done that. Incidentally, 

sometimes they had even protected wounded enemies. The Assembly was not being 

asked to do so much, but the least that it could do was to defend victims with its 

voice. 
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When the work in the Western Pacific Region had come up for discussion his 

delegation had been struck by the fact that not one voice had been raised in alarm 

over the situation in that region. The draft resolution now before the Committee 

had been presented on that account. 

Two days previously, and again that day, the delegate of the United States of 

America had proposed solving the problem jointly, by a joint resolution, provided 

certain expressions were toned down. To his regret, the delegate of Guinea had 

made a similar proposal. His delegation was obliged to decline the offer. If 

the United States delegates were speaking in the name of their Government, and if it 

was uneasy, he could say only that that government knew better than anyone else how 

to end the victimization. It would be enough to stop the escalation and the 

aggression. And if the United States delegates were speaking in their own names, 

if as humanists and doctors they were shaken by the tragedy, then his delegation 

would ask them only, on their return home, to report to their Government that the 

indignation of the peoples of the world was such that no time could be lost. 

As regards the amendments that had been proposed to his delegation's resolution, 

by all means let the phrase "serious worsening of the epidemiological" before 

"situation" be deleted; but what about the deletion of malaria, plague, cholera, 

venereal diseases and other infections that were raging in that region? By all 

means let the "sufferings" of the civilian population be deleted. But where would 

one put the tens of thousands of children and the victims among the civilian popula- 

tion that the newspapers told about every day? The phrase "destruction of medical 

and children's establishments" might well be deleted also as the delegate of 
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New Zealand had proposed. The establishments themselves were already wiped off 

the face of the earth. He had not been to Viet -Nam, as the delegate of New Zealand 

had, but what was happening there had been shown many times. Perhaps the American 

press was not informed, perhaps even the United States senators were not informed, 

but that was an internal matter. There was, however, a large quantity of other 

documentation, from the Democratic Republic of Viet -Nam, the National Liberation 

Front for'South Viet -Nam, and many other sources. The delegation of the United 

States of America well knew that the text presented was the minimum that could be 

said at that time About the problem. If his delegation had wished to give its text 

a political slant, if it had not wished to take account of the humanitarian and non- 

political, technical nature of the оrganization, it would have been differently worded. 

But the nature of the Organization had been taken into account. Perhaps the 

Director - General had all the data on the subject, but it would seem that the least 

the Director -General could do would be to study all the official documents and 

declarations of the Democratic Republic of Viet -Nam - since WHO was a universal 

organization - and the National Liberation Front of South Viet -Nam - since WHO had 

contacts with non -governmental organizations. Even if that Front was considered 

to have no rights as a Government it could still be considered a non -governmental 

organization. And the information appearing in the international press should be 

studied, including the results of the discussion of-the problem, for instance, in 

the United States Congress and Senate. Perhaps they knew after all what the 
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situation in Viet -Nam was. And finally, there was no objection to studying all the 

official documents of South Viet -Nam. Sooner or later all that information would 

have to be studied, in the Health Assembly or the Executive Board, for all that had 

been destroyed would have to be restored, including health and hospitals, by, in the 

first place, those who were responsible for the war. 

Those, then, were the arguments in favour of his delegations draft resolution 

on the medical and health situation in Viet -Nam and neighbouring countries, because, 

as Senator Kennedy had said, plague and cholera in Viet -Nam today constituted a 

danger for the world tomorrow. As far as he could judge from the epidemiological 

reports, the position in the countries bordering on Viet -Nam was already not very 

favourable. He had been astonished to learn from the New Zealand delegation that, 

apparently, "children in South Viet -Nam were very well fed" and that "there were no 

problems ". 

The Assembly could not get away from its professional and moral responsibility. 

Why did his delegation hope for the Committee's support for its draft resolution? 

It had been presented on the basis of the experience in the Soviet Union. There 

existed thirty -five large volumes dealing with the experience of Soviet medicine 

during the 1941 -1945 war, and thirty -five volumes were not enough to accommodate a 

thousandth part of the sufferings of the Soviet people during the war. His dele- 

gation counted on the support of the delegations of the socialist countries, and of 
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all European countries, irrespective of their social structure, and also on the 

support of Japan. Since doctors of those countries remembered only too well what 

war was and what victims it claimed from the population. It also hoped for support 

from the developing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. It could be seen 

what happened when a large, technically -developed country tried to impose its will 

on, and to arrest the progress of a small developing country. It should be remembered 

moreover that thermonuclear weapons were being spoken about. 

He thought that the delegation of the United States of America would find it 

difficult to vote against the resolution. After all, its members were doctors. 

And world indignation was so great that it was impossible to remain silent. 

He would not dwell on the remarks of the delegate of South Viet -Nam. The 

Government of the Soviet Union did not recognize his government; and neither, in 

his opinion, did the majority of the Vietnamese people. He was prepared to believe 

that the delegate was in his heart grieved by the sufferings of his people, who 

were fighting with such difficulties for their independence, that he was horrified 

by the number of victims among that people. He would only assure that delegate 

that he was at that moment fighting for the Vietnamese people, fur their health 

and happiness, for their liberty and independence. 
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Dr HOLMBERG (Argentina) asked wnetner the Health Assembly could in fact 

request the Director -General to study a problem in a given country when tnat 

country's representative had stated tnat such action would be superfluous. The 

Committee had heard from tne delegate of Viet -Nam that his country was in close and 

regular contact with WHO, which was kept informed of events concerning the health 

situation. He would like to nave clarification on the question, since the position 

his delegation would take on tne draft resolution would depend on the legal situation. 

Dr PYO -WOOK HAN (Republic of Korea) said tnat his delegation had studied the 

draft resolution with a great deal of care, and agreed with the delegate of Norway 

that there was indeed a health problem in Viet -Nam. It was right tnat WHO should be 

concerned, but the wording of the draft resolution was rather prejudicial. That 

interpretation was augmented by the statement presented by the Soviet Union delegate. 

Despite that delegate's protestation that there was no political connotation, he had 

made the best possible case to show that the resolution was politically motivated. 

The resolution as it stood appeared to attempt to use human suffering for political 

purposes. His delegation would therefore support the amendment tabled by the 

delegations of the United States of America, Panama and New Zealand. 

Dr KEITH (Guinea) said that he had listened with great interest to the long 

statement by the Soviet Union delegate, which did not appear, however, to present 

a solution to the problem. There was a whole series of problems to be considered: 
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problems of strategy and tactics, and of patience. The Soviet.. Union 

delegate had expressed astonishment at the position of the delegation of 

Guinea concerning a problem on which it had never compromised. He would like 

to ask whether the Soviet Union delegate wished to have the proposal approved 

or not. It was the first time the question nad been presented to the Health 

Assembly. The draft resolution could be approved - or it could be rejected, 

in which case the whole thing would have been a waste of time. In his long 

statement, the Soviet Union delegate had not referred to the main objectives. 

Instead he had used internal logic, which was different from the internal logic 

of the United States of America. There would never be agreement on that ground. 

There was no point in fighting for the sake of fighting, but only in fighting 

to achieve a result. 

His delegation would like to help the populations of Viet -Nam, both North 

and South. Although it was well known that there was a worsening of the 

situation, the reference to it should be removed if its retention meant that the 

draft resolution would be rejected. The Soviet Union delegate had said that 

he thought the United States delegate would vote in favour of the draft 

resolution, when he well knew that he and others would in fact not do so. T 

It was necessary to be objective. A grave situation existed, and WHO had 

a right to concern itself with epidemiological and other health problems, but 

there were various ways of nelping a country, and the help given should be 
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effective. He was prepared to support the Soviet Union draft resolution if it stood 

a chance of being adopted, but he would advise the delegate of tnat country to revise 

his strategy and agree to amend it sligatly in order to attain trie desired ends. The 

position he was taking was a realistic one: that of a tactician who looked to the 

future. 

Mr TUBBY (United States of America) expressed his appreciation for trie excellent 

statement made by the delegate of Guinea, unich was most statesmanlike and in a 

direction in which it was hoped all could move towards reaching a common understanding 

and language. His delegation very much regretted that the Soviet Union delegate had 

again introduced political polemics into the debate, although he had said that he did 

not wish to trigger a political discussion. 

The overwhelming majority of speakers in the health Assembly had devoted their 

full attention to the great variety of health problems and programmes. All wished for 

peace in Viet -Nam, and everywhere else in the world, but other forums, sucn as the 

United Nations Security Council and General Assembly, were the proper places for 

discussion of the most effective ways of achieving or maintaining peace. There had 

been a great humanitarian response by WHO and other specialized agencies to the 

suffering of the people of Viet -Nam, and that humanitarian work should be continued. 

Over thirty countries had provided individually a variety of assistance in the healtn 

field, and much had also been given by private organizations. ine United States of 

America remained committed to seeking peaceful discussions on Viet -Nam. 
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He hoped it would be possible to come to an understanding on the lines 

suggested by the delegate of Guinea, and that the amendment proposed by nis 

delegation and the delegations of New Zealand and Panama would meet the wishes 

of the great majority of delegates. 

Dr RISTORI (Chile) said that he agreed with the statement of the delegate of 

Norway. It would be unconstitutional for WHO to study a country's conditions 

without having had a request to do so from the country concerned. His delegation 

could only support the resolution if it were first accepted by the delegation of 

Viet -Nam, and he affirmed that the Committee was dealing with a question of 

principle. 

Sir George GODBER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) 

said he hoped the discussion would not continue in mixed medical- political terms. 

The Director- General had the power to do what the Committee asked. He 

strongly supported the statement of the delegate of Norway that action mould be 

taken only with the consent of the country concerned. He agreed with the 

remarks of the delegate of Guinea - let the Committee vote for what it wished to be 

done. He supported the draft resolution proposed by the delegation of the USSR 

with the amendment proposed by the delegations of New Zealand, Panama and the 

United States of America. 

Dr OTOLORIN (Nigeria) said that all the Members were aware of the health 

situation of the civilian population in Viet -Nam; the political discussions, 

however, were unwelcome. 
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He wished to ask, if the resolution were adopted, whether it would be in order 

for WHO to send investigators into a country without that country's consent. If 

the answer were affirmative, -he would favour the adoption of the resolution and 

request the delegate of the USSR to accept the amendment proposed by the delegations 

of New Zealand, Panama and thе United States of America. 

He asked for an official statement as to whether WHO was free to act without the 

consent of the country. He believed that the matter was very important and that the 

Committee might be establishing a precedent for the future. 

The DIRECTOR- GENERAL, replying to the question raised by the delegates of 

Argentina and Nigeria and other speakers, said that WHO's work in countries was 

governed by Article 2, sub -paragraphs (c) and (d) of the Constitution, which read: 

"The functions of the Organization shall be: 

(c) to assist Governments upon request, in strengthening health services; 

(d) to furnish appropriate technical assistance and, in emergencies, necessary 
aid upon the request or acceptance of Governments;" 

If a government did not request or did not accept action by WHO in its country, WHO 

had no right to take such action, unless the situation was covered by Article VII of 

the Agreement between WHO and the United Nations. That article dealt with assistance 

to the Security Council, and read: 

"The World Health Organization agrees to co- operate with the Council in 
furnishing such information and rendering such assistance for the maintenance or 

restoration of international peace and security as the Security Council may 
request." 

A case in point had occurred in 1960, during the crisis of the Democratic Republic 

of the Congo. 
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Regarding the question of data available, no study would be possible by WHO 

without using data furnished by the country, or without verifying any other data, 

if the country so permitted. 

Dr AMADO ВURGОS (Panama) said that he had supported the proposal made by the 

delegate of Argentina two days previously to postpone discussion on the draft 

resolution proposed by the delegation of the USSR in the hope that an agreement would 

have been reached in the form of a joint resolution. That had not come about. 

His delegation had participated in the drafting of the proposed amendment for two 

reasons: first, on a matter of form - the Government of Panama considered that any 

terminology with political implications went beyond the limits of the technical 

character of the Organization; secondly, on a matter of substance - the feeling 

that no more fuel should be added to the flame. The wording of the proposed 

resolution should be modified so that WHO would not carry the responsibility of 

having pledged itself to an action which might prejudice health instead of benefiting 

it. 

Dr VENEDIКТOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said the discussion had 

demonstrated clearly that everyone understood that health problems and suffering 

existed in Viet -Nam and that the Assembly could and should do something. The 

divergence had occurred on the question of what was the least that could be done. 

In his delegation's opinion the words in the draft resolution represented the least 

that could be done. He recalled a war poster in his country which had asked "What 

have you done for your country? What have you done to help your fellow men ?" The 

present discussion concerned what could be done to help the Vietnamese people. 
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He disagreed with what had been said about tactics. The members of the 

Committee were not military men, and perhaps not politicians either. If they 

believed in a thing they should be willing to go all the way. Certainly, the 

Assembly had to use the language of the medical profession, but that profession 

should have social responsibility. If the defence of people, if protest against 

war victims constituted politics, then medicine could not do without politics. 

There had been a misunderstanding regarding the sending of a commission to 

Viet -Nam, either to the Democratic Republic of Viet -Nam or to South Viet -Nam. 

His delegation had never suggested that, and knew that any country had the 

sovereign right to agree to any international inspection, or to refuse it. It 

had merely asked the Director -General to study all the documentation available 

on the question. 

His delegation maintained its draft resolution as presented. 

The CHAIRMAN said if there were no other speakers he would ask the Secretary, 

Dr Bernard, to review the proposals before the Committee. 

Dr BERNARD, Assistant Director- General, Secretary, said the Committee had 

documents А20 /Р&B /Соnf.Dос. No.21, a draft resolution proposed by the delegation 

of the USSR, and А20 /Р&B /Conf.Dос. No.)1, an amendment to that resolution proposed 

by the delegations of New Zealand, Panama and the United States of America. 

The CHAIRMAN said that in accordance with Rule 65 of the Rules of Procedure 

the Committee would vote first on the amendment proposed by the delegations of 

New Zealand, Panama and the United States of America to the draft resolution 

proposed by the delegation of the USSR. 

Decision: The amendment was approved by j6 votes to 10, with 58 abstentions. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee would then vote on the proposal, as 

amеndеd. 

Decision: The draft resolution proposed by the delegation of the USSR, as 

amended by the proposal of the delegations of New Zealand, Panama and the 
United States, was approved by 55 votes to 2, with 45 abstentions. 

Dr NGUYEN VAN THIEU (Republic of Viet -Nam) said that he regretted that his 

delegation had had to vote against the resolution as it was convinced that the 

resolution would not contribute to the work of the Organization but, on the 

contrary, would only serve political ends. 

Nevertheless, his delegation wished to state that the Republic of Viet -Nam 

would continue as it had done in the past, to collaborate fully with WHO in 

facilitating the accomplishment of its task, if that task contributed to the 

carrying out of the functions set out in its Constitution. 

Dr HAQUE (Pakistan) said that his delegation had abstained from voting 

because, following the explanation of the Director -General, he was not clear 

whether the resolution just passed was in order. Secondly, he did not know what 

good could result from the resolution just approved. �t was not sufficient to 

study all the available data; it was necessary to do something for Viet -Nam. 
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Dr VENEDIKTOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that he had 

abstained from voting on the amendment to the resolution because it was beneath 

the minimum that should be done. However, if the Committee could not take one 

step, then even half a step was better than nothing, and if the resolution, even 

as amended, helped the people of Viet -Nam, then the Assembly would have done its 

duty. 

2. ORGANIZATIONAL STUDУ ON "CO- ORDINATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL IN RELATION 
TO THE TECHNICAL CO- OPERATION FIELD PROGRAMME OF THE ORGANIZATION ": Item 2. 1.1 
of the Agenda (Official Records No. 157, resolution EB39.R40 and Annex 16 

Dr WATT, representative of the Executive Board, said that the study under 

review had originated with resolution WHA17.kv requesting the Executive Board to 

undertake a study on "Co- ordination at the national level in relation to the 

technical co- operation field programme of the Organization ". He introduced the 

final report on the subject, contained in Official Records No. 157, Annex 16. 

The introduction outlined the historical background which had guided the 

Executive Board and the Secretariat in making the study. Paragraph 2 drew 

attention to the emphasis in the WHO Constitution on "co- ordination ", "collaboration" 

and "co- operation ", indicating the methods, which in the minds of the founders 

of WHO, the Organization was particularly fitted to use in the interests of the 

health of the peoples of the world. 
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Paragraph 3.2 quoted resolution WHA�+.23 of the Fourth World Health Assembly 

urging "upon Member States the desirability of promoting co- ordination" and thereafter 

listing a series of devices by which that was to be accomplished. Paragraph 2 of 

that resolution further stated: 

"(1) that, if no overall co- ordinating arrangements already exist, a national 

co- ordinating committee in the field of health may be desirable and this or 
some similar arrangements should be actively considered and promoted, arid 

(2) that, if overall co- ordinating arrangements do exist, any special arrange- 
ments in the field of health should be brought within the framework of such 
overall arrangements." 

He then quoted from paragraph 3.6 of the introduction which referred to resolution 

EB2o.R48, in which the Executive Board had reaffirmed that the fundamental objective 

of co- ordination was to improve the assistance given to governments and that the 

responsibilities for national development plans rested on the individual governments 

concerned, with such assistance as they might request from the United Nations system 

of agencies. In the same resolution, the Board had also requested the Director - 

General to invite the attention of governments to the importance of including a 

representative of the national health authority on national planning bodies, since 

a healthy population was basic to the development of a sound and growing economy. 
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Chapter I, Subject, Scope and Method of the Study, explained that it had been 

considered that the study should focus first on the co- ordination and health activities 

by and within the government in relation to external assistance, with particular 

reference to the structural elements of the national health administration of 

importance to co- ordination and to the existing mechanisms for national health 

planning and the co-ordination of external aid. 

Hе emphasized that Article 33 of the Constitution specifically referred to the 

Organization's having direct access to government departments other than the health 

administrations and to national non -governmental health organizations. It had been 

decided that the study should also take into account, besides the relationships 

between WHO and the national health administrations, the aspects of co- operation at 

country level relating to voluntary associations, educational and scientific 

institutions and the medical and allied professions. 

For the purposes of the study information had been collected by questionnaire 

from a number of countries selected to represent the regions of WHO. In addition, 

studies in depth had been carried out in twelve countries, two in each of the regions. 

1 

The method of carrying out the analytical study was described in Chapter II. 

It dealt first with the co- ordination of health activities within the government, 

then focused on WHO's own structure, methods of work and co- ordination with the 

government in relation to its field programme of technical assistance, special 
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attention being paid to the_role of the WHO representatives and the regional offices. 

It also dealt with the co- ordination of WHO's assistance with that of other agencies, 

especially the United Nations Development Programme. 

He called attention to the four tables, giving information on "Structural 

Elements of national health administrations "; "National health planning "; "Socio- 

economic planning "; "The co- ordination of external assistance ". An analysis of the 

tables and text showed that no single way of operating had yet been evolved: there 

was no indication of any agreement that one particular way of achieving co- ordination 

was generally acceptable or effective. It was difficult to determine whether that 

lack of agreement was due to differences of viewpoint as to the most effective way of 

achieving health objectives or whether it was primarily related to the stage of 

development of the various national health services or to the political or social 

forces within which those services were developing. 

As far as possible the study gave a factual description of the situation which 

emphasized the importance of the WHO representatives in bringing about the degree of 

cc- ordination that was so desirable. The role of the WHO representatives was 

described in detail in section B2 of Chapter II (page 97 of Official Records No. 157). 

However, no standard description was applicable to all representatives because flexi- 

bility was essential and the WHO representative had to adapt himself and his functions 

to the most evident needs of the country in which he served. Paragraph 2.4 of 

section B2 outlined the WHO representative's relations with WHO project staff, which 

were of crucial importance to the co- ordination of WHO field programmes, and paragraph 

2.5 their relations with other international agencies. The Committee was well aware 

of the important co- ordinating role of the regional offices (dealt with in section 3) 

and there was consequently no need to emphasize the vital part they played in relation 

to the United Nations Development Programme and the programmes of other international 

agencies. 
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The co- ordination of WHO's assistance with that of other agencies (section C of 

Chapter II) had been much discussed in the Board, particularly in view of the 

importance to WHO of the United Nations Development Programme, and great concern 

had been expressed at the continuing decline in the percentage of that programme 

devoted to health projects. The special relationship with UNICEF had received 

particular attention because of the long- standing and intimate association of the two 

organizations in assistance in the field of health. 

The Board's conclusions were set out in Chapter III, pages 105 -108. An 

essential conclusion was that governments had the prime responsibility for the 

co- ordination, not only of their own programmes, but also of the aid they received 

from external sources. Every government should ensure sound internal co- ordination 

of its own services and activities if it wished to derive maximum benefit from the 

technical co- operation offered to it from abroad. That that final statement might 

have been extended to refer "to what might be available from abroad" went beyond the 

scope of the study but had been demonstrated in a number of the discussions in the 

Committee. 

He also drew the Committee's attention to paragraph 2.2 of the conclusions, 

which referred to the need for national health administrations to co- ordinate their 

activities with those of other branches of the administration, particularly those 

whose responsibilities were discharged in related fields. It was most desirable for 

the ministry of health to participate at both cabinet and departmental levels of 

naticnal co- ordination. 
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He referred the Committee to the resolution the Executive Board, in its 

resolution ЕВ39.R2+0, had recommended for adoption by the Health Assembly, and drew 

special attention to paragraph 1 of that resolution, which emphasized, on the one 

hand, the prime responsibility of governments to co- ordinate their own programmes and 

the external aid they received and, on the other, the role of the "III representatives. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr Watt for his report. He declared the discussion open 

on the subject of resolution EB39.Rk0. 

Dr ALAN (Turkey) said that when the subject for the study had been selected in 

the Executive Board he had been much in favour of it, and his country had been happy 

to co- operate in it. He thanked the representative of the Executive Board for 

having drawn attention to the important points in his introduction. He felt it was 

a most useful study and hoped that Member States would benefit from it. 

The delegation of Turkey supported the resolution and hoped it would be adopted 

by the Assembly. 

Dr TATOCENKO (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the organizational 

study was interesting precisely because it was devoted to co- ordination at the 

national level. His delegation fully agreed with the conclusion of the study that 

the responsibility for co-ordination lay with governments, which had a duty to develop 

their health services - for a ` ealthy popцlatiдn was one of the рt'егequisites г х, 

economic development. 
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The report showed that in many countries health programmes were not yet a part 

of the national development programmes. It was not that governments of those 

countries were unaware of the need for health planning, but they had not the 

appropriate conditions for fulfilling it. The experience of many countries, 

including his own, had demonstrated that one essential condition was the setting -up 

of a state health sector. If that were not done, some element of planning was still 

possible, but co- ordination became of overriding importance. 

Ке emphasized that health programmes should be planned on an economic foundation. 4 

It as at the planning stage that study of the economic aspects would help the 

national services concerned to decide whether a programme should be undertaken or 

not. Since WHO representatives had a part to play in co- ordination, they should 

have the necessary qualifications to enable them to take account of those aspects. 

Moreover, it would be useful to have, among the WHO representatives, persons from 

countries with different types of health services, particularly from those having 

a state health sector, and exchange of experience among them could be particularly 

helpful. 

A careful study of all aspects of any proposed programme was essential also in 

order to obtain the necessary assistance from international and bilateral sources. 
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The question of the relations between the WHO representatives and the 

representatives of the United Nations Development Programme appeared to have been 

dealt with correctly in the study. Co- ordination between them was extremely 

important, since their relations with recipient governments were on different levels. 

The study mentioned cases of difficulty in co- ordinating WHO's work with that 

of UNICEF, although in general the two organizations worked in close co- operation. 

Those difficulties, however, showed the need for further study of problems connected 

with their joint activities, with a view to executing them as efficiently and 

economically as possible. 

Mr BRADY (Ireland) said that the report in Annex 16 to Official Records No.157 

was an impressive document, and the Executive Board representative had given a cот- 

prehensive introduction. The Executive Board was to be congratulated on having 

performed a very useful service in working out its line of investigation. 

He proposed that the draft resolution recommended in resolution ЕВ39.R40 (page 2) 

of Official Records No. 157) should be amended by the insertion of the following 

paragraph after the preamble: "1. COММENDS the Executive Board on the excellent 

study which it has prepared on this subject ", the existing operative paragraphs to be 

renumbered 2 and ). 

Dr BERNARD, Assistant Director- General, following a comment by Dr BEDAYA -NGARO 

(Central African Republic), said that the word "commends" would be translated as 

" félicite" in the French text. 

Decisions: 

(1) The amendment proposed by the delegate of Ireland was approved. 

(2) The draft resolution recommended in resolution ЕВ)9.Rk0, as amended, 

was approved. 
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3. FtII' -ORE ORGANI2ATIONAL STLDУ: Item 2.13.2 of the Agenda (Resolution FB)9.R2б; 

Official Records No.157) 

Dr WATT, representative of the Executive Board, said that, in considегin 

the future study, the Executive Board had borne in mind resolution WHA13.61. 

At its twenty- seventh, twenty -eighth and twenty -ninth sessions it had considered 

the organizational study on co- ordination with the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies, and had submitted it to the Fifteenth World Health Assembly ( 

which had decided in resolution WHA15.40 that the subject should be reviewed by 

the Board after five years - or earlier - at the request of the Director- General. 

The five years would have passed by the end of the present month. During that 

period a number of new developments had occurred which affected WHO's co- 

ordination with the United Nations and the specialized agencies. Consequently 

the Executive Board at its thirty -ninth session had recommended to the World 

Health Assembly that the next organizational study should be a review of the 

organizational study on co- ordination with the United Nations and the specialized 

agencies. That decision was consistent with the comments made by the delegation 

of the USSR on item 2.13.1 of the agenda. 

He drew attention to the following resolution which the Board, in resolution 

EB39.R26, рroроо d fen n.doption by the Twentieth World Health Assembly: 

The Twentieth World Health Assembly, 

Bearing in mind resolution WHA15.40 of the Fifteenth World Health 

Assembly deciding that a review of the subject, as a whole, of co- ordination 

with the United Nations and the specialized agencies be undertaken by the 

Executive Board after a lapse of five years: and 
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Having considered the recommendation of the Executive Board on the 
subject, 

1. DECIDES that the next organizational study by the Board shall be: 
"The review of the organizational study on co- ordination with the United 
Nations and the specialized agencies "; and 

2. REQUESTS the Executive Board to report on its review to the Twenty- fј.r6t 
World H� a7_ h Assembly. 

D cisï.Ç:x_�; the resolution was approved. 

4. POLICY GO'1 RNING ASSISTANCE TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (item proposed by 
Upper Volta): Supplementary Agenda Item 2 (А20 /Р&B/12) 

Dr С0ј'OMВO (Upper Volta) said that, in introducing the item his delegation 

v:as aware that it was raising a fundamental question - the need to reconsider 

WHO's assistance to ј.t;; Member States, in particular the developing ones. 

he stressed, however, that his country was very grateful to WHO, its Director - 

General and his colleagues, the Executive Board and the regional directors, for 

all they had done in the past. 

The draft rе.oluti оn originally subm_tted had now been amended by a numbе' of 

African delegations and the follow- ng new version had been circulated: 
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Draft resoluion г гIaoinр t}t centаined in documгnt А20 /Р&B/12 proposed 
by the fol.lowin delegations: Algeria, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African 
L ьl:. eel i e, (-��.d: Congo (Br ̂ zzavii_le), Democratic _Republic of the Congo, Dahomey, 
E op , Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mali, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, 
пwenda. Sеr.еgаl, Sierra )eone, Somalia, Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, Upper Volta and 
Uni ted Arab Republic 

те T.ггentie•:;'.1 World fi i.. h Assembly, 

с iderir.^ t.пat t; e. serti �l objec Live of the Organization is the 
attainment by all реОр1 s cf the highest possible level of health; 

Considering the ever- greater dis)arity that is developing in health 
ргога1вшеѕ between the develoi�еd and the newly independent countries; 

Eing of the opinion that, for the attainment of the objective of the 
Organization, harmonization" is required in the impiementation.of its 
p_•ogramre s; 

Considering that the Organ_ization's assistехсе is provided mainly in 
the form of techn cal рeree nеl and of aid to re -ererch and training; ar.d 

Realizing th t,. for the implem ntation of their national programmes, the 

requirements of some of the developing countries exceed their resources, 

1. REQUESTS the Directe:- General to study the measures which could be taken 
to meat the needs of thee° countries with particular reference: 

(1) to increasing material assistance to the programmes of developing 

countries; 

(2) to increasing to the fullest extent possible the organizational 

resources available *о 5n tеs for the implementation of their programmes; 

(j) . to sharing in the cpгra.ting expenses of priority national or 

regional prc,oгarе^; гд to report on this subject the forty-first 

se.;sicn of the Ед eсиi;ive Воахд.; and 

2. REQUESTS the Executive Board to review the matter in the light of the 

discussions at the T:iontIetй World Eealth Аscemblу and the Director -- General's 
report, and to report thereon to the Twenty -first World Health As embly. 
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He hoped that the new draft would be viewed solely as an effort to explain the 

difficulties that existed, so that proper solutions could be found. It should in 

no way be taken as implying ingratitude for the bilateral aid given by France, the 

United States of America, the Federal Republic of Germany and other countries, which 

had helped the African countries to cope with their health problems, or as an 

indirect method of forcing increased contributions t(' WHO's budget. He also 

expressed his country's gratitude to UNICEF, the United Nations Development Programme 

and other organizations. 

The sole question raised in the draft resolution wа that WHO should not 

reject all applications for material or financial assistance, over and above staff 

and technical assistance, in order to complete or launch a priority project prepared 

by a government with WHO's assistance and accepted by the Organization. It would 

be better to reduce the number of projects than to abandon any projects in course 

of execution. 

The three main types of need were set out in operative paragraph 1. They were, 

first, increased material assistance in their programmes, which implied assistance in 

obtaining drugs, vaccines and sera; secondly, increased organizational resources 

for the implementation of national programmes, which involved laboratory and electro- 

therapy, surgical sterilizers, vehicles, equipment for health centres, refrigerators 

for preserving vaccine; and thirdly, in emergencies, financial help for paying 

for staff or services for certain priority programmes that were already launched. 
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To take the smallpox eradication programme as an example, until 1964, with 

bilateral aid, the campaign in Upper Volta had covered almost the entire country 

and reduced the number of registered cases to fourteen in 1964 and eight in 1965. 

In 1966 the programme had been interrupted as a result of reduced resources and 

there had been a sharp resurgence of foyers of smallpox which had raised registered 

cases to seventy -five in 1966 and ninety -four up to the present date. 

For that reason his country had welcomed the assistance provided by WHO during 

the current year, in response to a resolution adopted at the Nineteenth World Health 

Assembly. But there was a risk of similar difficulties in respect of projects 

for eradicating malaria, trachoma, bilharziasis, measles and also on onchocerciosis, 

despite the fact that WHO and the European Development Fund were both assisting 

programmes on that subject. 

The method of assistance followed by WHO was familiar to everyone. A State 

submitted a project which WHO studied and accepted on the condition that the State 

concerned would contribute a certain proportion. That was logical, but when that 

State found that it could not provide the necessary funds it could only give up the 

project and, of course, the assistance that НO would have provided. Meanwhile 

other more prosperous countries could accept the conditions for assistance and make 

progress with their health projects. In maintaining that method of assistance, 

WHO penalized the poorer countries whose very handicap prevented them from using the 

assistance that was offered and which they so urgently needed. He appealed to the 

Organization, in the light of its aim of raising the level of health for everyne, 
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to give kindly consideration to the draft resolution. Adoption of the resolution 

would be one more token of the spirit of universality which inspired WHO's task of 

helping humanity . 

Dr GAYE (Senegal) said he would like to address himself particularly to the 

delegates of the States which had been Members of WHO during its first decade. If 

the non - aligned countries had been represented at WHO and the United Nations during 

that decade its representation would have been extremely modest. For Africa, at 

any rate, it would have been almost non -existent. Obviously the regulations and 

the guiding principles for H0's work had been laid down before the entry of the 

newly independent countries. There was a saying that what was done without you was 

against you. He would hasten to say that that was not true of the present situation. 

If the countries of the newly independent countries had believed that, they would 

not have applied to be, and become, Member States. He had always admired and 

respected the wisdom and breadth of vision of those who had helped to bring into 

existence the Constitution and the basic principles, rules and regulations, which 

governed the life of the Organization. 

However, the fact remained that those countries had not been present at the 

beginning. They had not been able to express their point of view at the outset. 

Consequently, the principles followed by ';H0, especially those regarding assistance 

to Member States, did not always meet present realities. Those realities were 

explained in the draft resolution. He hoped that, even if they opposed it, the 

members of the Committee would recognize its objectivity. 
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Professor GERIC (Yugoslavia) supported the draft resolution which superseded 

the one submitted by the delegate of Upper Volta. The request it contained should 

be considered as a wish to revise 1,HO's policy of assistance to developing countries, 

which probably meant that the development of the health services of those countries 

had reached a stage where assistance, supplies and equipment were as useful as 

assistance in the form of consultants and experts. The developing countries were 

faced with a problem and their wishes should be viewed with understanding. He 

believed that, in accordance with its duty and constitutional obligations, WHO could 

find a way of adapting its assistance to the urgent needs of the developing countries. 

Sir George GODВER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) said 

that, after careful study - since he had seen the draft resolution before it was 

distributed - he had concluded that it was a request to relate the programme for 

the planning and development of health services in the developing countries to direct 

assistance in material requirements. The intention of the resolution was not that, 

WHO's budget should be increased, but that there should be an effort at redeployment 

of what was available from all sources, along the lines attempted by the European 

Region the previous year. 

If his interpretation were correct, he felt that the draft resolution would need 

revising slightly to give effect to the idea he had outlined. Hе assumed that the 

sponsors were not proposing an externally organized programme but, as the delegate 

of Yugoslavia had suggested, that the planning and: organizing of the programme should 

be closely matched with the availability of resources neeed to carry it out. He 

accordingly proposed that the operative part of the dra:c re'olu'Aon should be replaced 

by the following: 
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1. REQUESTS the Director -General to study the measures which could 
be taken to assist those countries in greatest need, with particular 

reference to the means by which, witr.in the limits of the budget and 

making the best use of all other available resources: 

(1) material assistance to the programmes of those countries 

could be increased; 

(2) the organizational resources available to States for the 

execution of their programmes could be supplemented to the fullest 

possible extent; and 

(3) further assistance to the operating expenses of priority national or 

regional programmes could be obtained; 

2. FURTHER REWESTS the Director- General to report on this subject to the 
forty -first session of the Executive Board and the Twenty -first World Health 
Assembly; and 

3. REQUESTS the Executive Board to review the matter in the light of the 
discussions at the Twentieth World Health Assembly and the Director -General's 
report, and to report thereon to the Twenty -first World Health Assembly. 

He was not attempting to set aside what had been submitted by the sponsors of the 

draft resolution; he was trying to outline the steps for achieving what they 

proposed and framing operative paragraph 1 in slightly clearer language. 

Dr КEIТА (Guinea) said that the draft resolution placed before the Committee 

a long- standing problem. It was clear that the advent of the developing countries 

had made it necessary to reorientate WHO's policy of assistance, and for a long time 

requests had been made that such assistance should be comprehensive and should combine 

assistance in the form of personnel and of material or equipment. The delegate of 

Upper Volta had stated that fact in the draft resolution which had been amended by a 

number of delegations. In assessing the successes or failure in programmes it 
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should be recognized that material assistance was not always suitable or 

sufficient to programmes being carried out. The draft resolution had come at the 

right time to correct that policy. Tne United Kingdom delegate had made some 

very useful suggestions, but was evidently concerned over the budgetary situation. 

He assn rec' that delegate that tnere was no intention to increase trie budget; 

what was in mind was to readjust or redistribute the budget and increase 

assistance in spheres where it was insufficient, that is, material assistance. 

For example, certain developing countries had material difficulties with their 

programmes for the eradication of smallpox and malaria. As he had said in the 

Executive Board, provision must be made for material assistance in the same way as 

for personnel. A total sum snould be provided for all types of material assistance, 

without increasing the budget ceiling as approved. 

The purpose of the draft resolution was simply to correct the Organization's 

methods and strategy and not to swell the budget. He would accept the United 

Kingdom amendment introducing the words "within the limits of the budget ", but 

felt that any other amendment might weaken the resolution. 

The DIRECTOR- GEIJERAL said that the explanations of the delegates of Upper Volta, 

Senegal and Guinea had confirmed his own understanding of the draft resolution. He 

welcomed the request that he should study the problem. As stated at the previous 

meeting, WHO's policy must be adapted to the needs of its Member countries. He 

reminded the Committee that in the statement ne had made in connexion with the 

budget ceiling for 1968 he had said that there could be no blue -print for assistance 

to developing countries because of the wide variation in tneir needs. He had at 
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first been concerned test the draft resolution should imply a orange in WHO's 

policy whim would mean WHO becoming a supply organization instead of an organization 

providing tecnnical assistance. But he had been reassured by the discussion and 

realized that the intention was tnat the whole approach in assistance should be 

analysed in order to achieve a better and more flexible policy. That was satisfactory, 

because tnere was a great difference between assistance under the regular budget and 

assistance under the United Nations Development Programme. 

The approach to assistance to the developing countries must be analysed to see 

what could be done to give them the help they required. He welcomed the study, 

which would enable the Organization to fulfil its chosen tas1 of serving its 

Members. 

Sir George GODBER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland), 

replying to the delegate of Guinea, said he had not thought that the draft 

resolution implied that the budget should be increased; but he had thought that it 

might convey that impression. He had merely tried to clarify that point and to 

formulate more clearly what ne understood was intended. His amendment fitted in 

with what the Director -General nad said. 
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Dr OTOLORIN (Nigeria) supported the amendment proposed by the delegate of the 

United Kingdom and thanked that delegate for having formulated the intentions of the 

sponsors of the draft resolution. 

Professor SENAULT (France) said he understood the problems discussed by the 

delegates of the African countries. When programmes were recommended and WHO was 

assured of their validity, it was obviously advisable that resources should be made 

available to the countries concerned. The French delegation supported the amendment 

proposed by the delegate of the United Kingdom. 

ir TUBBY (United States of America) also supported the amendment proposed by the 

delegate of the United Kingdom. 

Dr CHAUDHURI (India) proposed that in the second line of paragraph 1 of the 

United Kingdom amendment the word "those" should be replaced by the word "developing" 

and the words "in greatest need" be deleted. 

Dr BEDAYA -NGARO (Central African Republic) wished to emphasize three aspects of 

the draft resolution. The first was that the so- called gap which separated the 

developing and the developed countries existed for men and States, but not for 

diseases: an epidemic would not recognize any such gap. For that reason the draft 

resolution was important for the whole world, although it appeared to be addressed 

to a fixed group which included himself. 

In the second place, he was pleased that the delegation of Upper Volta had sub- 

mitted the original draft resolution before the opening of the Twentieth Health 

Assembly. That action was evidence of the concern resulting from the evaluation of 

the projects which hitherto had been carried out with the assistance provided. 
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Using that assistance, the situation had been reached where some projects had had 

to be stopped halfway through lack of resources, or there had been no will to 

undertake a new project to which a government found it impossible to contribute. 

In the third place, mention had been made of the link between social and economic 

development and the state of health. The government of one of the developing 

countries might well be convinced of the priority that should be given to health 

problems, and yet be absolutely incapable of giving it effect. For that reason, 

and contrary to other delegates, he felt that the draft resolution should not be 

concerned with details of terminology or punctuation but should provide an opportunity 

to bridge the gap which existed for States but not for diseases. 

Dr BADD00 (Ghana) supported the United Kingdom amendment and the amendment to 

it proposed by the delegate of India. He agreed with the delegate of the Central 

African Republic that the Committee should not waste time on unnecessary details. 

He would defer his comments until the time came to examine the report that the 

Director -General had undertaken to prepare. 

Sir George GODBER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland), in 

reply to a question from the CHAIRMAN, said he would accept the Indian amendment. 

The CHAIRMAN asked if the sponsors of the draft resolution would accept the 

United Kingdom and Indian amendments. In the absence of any objection, he declared 

the amendments accepted. 

Decision: The draft resolution as amended was approved. 

The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m. 


